Knowage 6.2.1
Release notes
Release name: KNOWAGE 6.2.1
From the previous version 6.2.0 the following changes have been made:

•

Document Browser: improve IE 11 compatibility using a different document list

•

Bux Fixing: the following issues of Knowage tracker are now solved:
• Import / Export, issues about export/import documents
Import/Export Cockpit: involved documents are lost
Import/Export Document: exported snapshot are lost
Import/Export KPI: can not export KPIs
Import/Export: menus are not imported
Import/Export: Analytical Driver
Import/Export: business model (import/Export)

•

Cockpit/Chart
Chart: problems over label alignment
Chart drill: drill stops working after changes on categories
Data set is missing opening already created chart widgets
List of document's parameters used inside a cockpit are not updated correctly
Line chart: lines are not shown when values don't cover all x axis categories
Cockpit: wrong default values setting the selector widget
Aggregation using Number doesn't work on html cockpit
Cockpit clone options are not working correctly: old values are shown.
Widget table: number format is missing

•

Knowage Core
Copy Link: direct link does not land into required document after authentication
Copy Link: direct link to document execution requires authentication even if
document is publicly executable
Tester user menu and functionalities
Role TEST doesn't show Document Browser functionality
Saved parameters toolbar, IE layout problem
Cannot preview dataset as admin in case it is using a multischema datasource
Cross Navigation - Navigation name too long
Qbe dataset with multischema datasource is cached and shared by users with
different schemas
Cockpit document that is using dataset with multischema datasource does not
show any data
Impossible to define a query dataset that uses a multischema datasource.
Unable to paginate data from Vertica database

Please visit www.knowage-suite.com for further information.
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